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Argus Achieves Another Miyor First For IRA IIA¥ Team
Chalk up another out-

standing first for the TRA un-

manned aerial vehicle team.

Two innovative LlAVs

called Argus carried multiple

reconnaissance sensors and

real-time image datalinks for

demonstration and testing dur-

ing a series of flights in the Air

Force's Green Flag combat ex-

ercises over the past month.

The objective was to see how

real-time target data can be

transmitted from UAVs to air-

borne command and control

platforms and ground stations.

The Argus vehicles were

Firebees especially modified for the Green Flag operations. It

marked another significant chapter in the Firebee history, as the

remarkably reliable Firebee has been used for many purposes in

addition to its original design as a target drone by Ryan more than

40 years ago.

"During all of the missions, the vehicle flew with the same

high reliability and accuracy we routinely get with Firebee,"

reported Argus Program Director Walt Hamilton. "The Air Force

6/ue f/es and Brown Eyes snuggle neatly under the wings of tlie mother
ship, a DC- 130, before taking off on their highly successful missions.

reconnaissance specialists, who

planned the missions, were able

to direct the sensors on the

Argus by remote control and

identify surface-to-air sites, air

strips and parked aircraft."

The first flight on August 5

was to familiarize the air crew

ofthe DC-130 which carried the

Argus with the system. A sec-

ond rehearsal flight on August

15 was followed by three dem-

onstration missions on August

19, 21 and 26.

A unique dual-aircraft

flight September 2 demon-

The control roorv was a busy place during Argus flights for people
like Jack Fair (standing) from TRA's Florida office and Gordon
Boyer, who designed the Portable Image Analyzing Station for

TRA, and Air Force officers Captain Mike Edwards and Lt, Col.

Greg Zaniewski of the Argus Program Office.

strated how one Argus could fly a reconnaissance mission to

identify targets for an incoming strike force, and then the second

Argus flew within minutes of the attack to evaluate the effective-

ness of the strike force.

"We used Argus in Green Flag to get the Air Force more

involved with integrating UAVs into future combat tactics," said

Major Gen. John A. Corder, USAF, Commander of the Air Warfare

Center at Eglin AFB, Florida, the sponsor of the program.

The vehicles were named Blue Eyes and Brown Eyes after the

paint scheme on the side ofthe vehicles. Argus was a mythological

Greek giant with 100 eyes. The dramatic paint colors were de-

signed and executed by Randy Crawford of the TRA Art Services

Department. Don Phillips assisted with the painting.



TM Dedicated To Helping The Eniironment
Paper Recycling Saves Trees,

Money, Environment and More

Barry Brennan was a key factor in helping TRA install a waste
water recycling program.

HazardousWastesGreatlyReduced
An extensive plant-wide review of techniques and teciinolo-

gies has resulted in some m^or procedural changes that have

dramatically reduced the amount of hazardous waste generated

each day by Teledyne Ryan Aeronautical.

The result is not only a substantial reduction in the amount of

waste, but also a significant cost savings through the use of less

material and lower transportation costs to remove the waste.

Costs for 1992 are expected to be down from 1991 by almost 50%.

The effort is the result of recommendations made by a TQM
team which surveyed operations throughout the plant to deter-

mine where reductions could best be achieved. Members of the

TQM team are John Palmer, Ed Boulanger, Patty Chavez, Dave

Dixon, Ralph Espinola, Earl Nelson, Dave Rethoret, Barry Brennan

and Don Wilkins.

Examples of what is being accomplished:

• A waste water recycling program with a new centrifuge has

been installed to virtually eliminate the paint booth waste water.

Whereas last year TRA was required to remove 20,000 gallons of

waste water from the paint facility twice a year, the new system

means one 55 gallon drum a couple of times a year.

• A rearrangement in the procedures for the chemicals used

in the processing line and a new basket design has dramatically

reduced the amount ofwaste. In 1 99 1 , TRA had to contract for four

truckloads to be hauled away; there have been none in 1992.

• Recycling coolant used for all machines could provide a two-

thirds reduction in waste, with all of the coolant recycled on site.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency praised TRA for this

modification. The TQM team is still addressing some questions

which have arisen from the use of the coolants, but feel the

challenges can be met.

• Small (quarter ounce to half ounce) tubes oftouch-up paint

which had to be discarded after the date of their shelf life had

passed generated more than 3,000 pounds ofwaste annually. The

TQM team suggests a one-third savings can be affected by simple

procedural changes with this paint.

While the TQM team is leading this effort, all TRA employees

are naturally encouraged to continue to look for ways to reduce

waste and improve efficiency in all operations.

It's 30 tons and growing.

That is the amount of paper which has been recycled by TRA
employees smce the program began in April.

Shan Arfania, who is directing the activity as one of the

volunteers with the Management Association (see related story on

page 6), reports the volume is gradually increasing as more and

more employees are filling up the white collection boxes located

throughout the plant.

"Recycling paper is becoming the natural thing to do, not only

at TRA but in other businesses and homes as well. We hope to get

all of our employees to think 'recycle' every time they start to

discard a piece of paper. All of those pieces of paper add up to big

numbers, which means more trees saved, less energy used, more

water saved, less cost to the company and more space in landfills

for other items which carmot be recycled.

"On a personal level, people have told me they get a real

feeling of positive participation when they toss the paper in the

recycling bins. That alone can make it all worthwhile."

The 30 tons (60,000 pounds) equates to 97 cubic yards

—

which would take 32 dumpsters to haul it away from the facility. It

also saves that much space in the rapidly filling landfills in San

Diego County.

The program began on an experimental basis (as many aero-

space projects do!) and has grown to include more than 50% of the

plant and 70% of the paper volume. The goal naturally is to

continue to expand those numbers in the coming months.

Work Continues On Second Model 350

Work is going forward as scheduled on the production

of the second YBQM-145A (Model 350) vehicle to continue

the ground-launch flight test program. The vehicle is in

final functional checkout.

The first vehicle was lost September 9 when it crashed

into the ground during its first ground-launch test. The

UAV, knoftTi as MR-UAV-1, impacted the ground shortly

after being launched by its booster rocket.

Prior to this test, the Model 350 had successfully

completed a series of flights following air-launch from ajet

fighter.
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Eniiroiimental Meeting
Draws Record Crowd

More than 800 environ-

mental professionals gathered

in San Diego last month to share

thoughts and ideas about ways

members of industry can work

together to improve America's

environment.

John Palmer, TRA's Man-

ager of Safety, Health and Envi-

ronmental Affairs, served as Pro-

gram Chairman for the event,

the eighth annual Industrial

Environmental Conference and

Exposition.

"We had 64 technical ses-

sions, 1 14 exhibitors and an in-

crease in previous year's atten-

dance by more than one third,"

reported Palmer. "We even had

a group of businessmen from

Mexico take part to pick up ideas

on how to establish a similar

organization in their country."

Keynote speaker for the

event was Andrew Young, the

top aide to Dr. Martin Luther

King during the civil rights

movement in the 1960s who

later was elected to the U.S.

House of Representatives and

during two terms as mayor of

Atlanta created over a half mil-

lion jobs and attracted more

than $70 million in investment

and construction to the city. He

helped bring the 1996 Olympic

Games to Atlanta, and has long

been associated with positive

environmental concerns.

Wood Recycling Is Helping Too
We've read quite a bit about

recycling paper and glass and

aluminum cans, but not as much

about recycling wood.

However,wood recycling is

an important way to reduce (a)

the impact on landfills, (b) the
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number of trees cut down, and

(c) energy bills by burningwood

in an emlronmentally accept-

able fireplace.

TRA's wood recycling pro-

gram has been in effect since

last March, offering employees

the opportunity to pick up free

surplus wood. Wayne Hopkins

of Plant Facilities, who super-

vises the program, reports the

material comes from scrap con-

struction lumber, unusable pal-

lets and discarded crates from

incoming company purchases.

Since it is scrap wood, the qual-

ity obviously varies from load to

load, but it still has many uses

other than being discarded.

Employees who would like

to be on the wood recycling list

should contact Kathy Reese

(Ext. 1307 or at the Employee

Store). She maintains the list

and calls employees in order as

the wood becomes available.

Pick up is scheduled for a

Saturday, and the employee can

load a standard pickup, van or

small utility trailerwith the sur-

plus wood.

Chuck Thrasher shares some of the new light radiating through-

out Word Processing with (left to right) Linda Sprekelmeyer,
Deanna Bissett and Sandy Roberts.

Re-Lamping Makes It Brighter,

Saves Money Too

Lighter and brighter and a money saver, too.

That's the cumulative result of an energy-saving program at

TRA, refitting fluorescent light fixtures with newer style lamps and

ballasts to enhance employee comfort and yet use less electricity.

"We will save more than 1 .5 million kilowatt hours ayear," says

Chuck Thrasher, Senior Facilities Engineer, "and that reduces our

lighting cost substantially." The money saved, coupled with the

rebate offered by San Diego Gas & Electric to encourage compa-

nies to convert to energy-saving fixtures, means TRA will recover

the costs of the changeover in just a little more than a year.

"It really is a win-win-win situation," explains Thrasher, "be-

cause the program is good for the company and the environment

and the utility. We are a good corporate citizen by helping reduce

the demand for electricity which cuts down emissions from the

generators, SDG&E can better meet some of its goals and TRA
saves money.

The program calls for changing the lamps and the ballasts

(the power source in the fixture) and cleaning the fixtures thor-

oughly. "In some instances," says Chuck, "we put in special lights

and filters to add even more to the comfort level of the employees.

All in all it makes a big, big difference."

The initial work was done on a trial basis in Buildings 146 and

105 {see Achiever issue of April, 1992). Based on the very positive

results there, it was decided to continue the program throughout

the TRA facility.

Bob Nelson, TRA's Director ofOperations Support, received a

citation from SDG&E complementing the company on its contribu-

tion to energy savings in an environmentally constructive manner.
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This article originally appeared in the Air & Space/Smithsonian magasine.

Because of the Ryan heritage associated with the Spirit of St. Louis, we thought

Achiever readers might find it of interest. The article is reprinted here with

permission ofMr & Space/Smithsonian magazine.

Moved by the Spirit

Lindbergh 's Spirit of St. Louis has its own powerful magnetism.

A few months ago curators took the

Spirt of St. Louis down from the ceiling

for some intensive dusting and decided

to leave it right in the Milestones of

Flight galleiy during the cleaning, rather

than disappoint thousands of visitors.

The little Ryan monoplane is one of the

Museum's biggest draws. People linger

at the second-floor railing, gazing at the

Spirit with the reverence of Catholics

filing past Michelangelo's "Pieta."

It's hard to put a finger on just what

it is about the airplane and its pilot that

holds both fliers and non-fliers spell-

bound. Aesthetically, it can't hold a

candle to its gallery companions. It

lacks the sex appeal of the sinister X-15.

It is not as touching as the fragile Wright

Flyer. Nor does it possess the Mach-

busting swagger of the Bell X-1. When

the Ryan was first rolled out of the

hangar, Lindbergh, like a new father

meeting his just-born child— few of

whom are what you'd call gorgeous—
saw "a beautiful machine. ..trim and

slender, gleaming in its silver coat." It

is, in fact, a homely and misshapen little

gray airplane that looks like it was

cobbled together in someone's garage.

You could say it was, considering the

state of the Ryan company's San Diego

facilities in 1927.

After the Museum closed one night

I slipped under the rope for a closer

look. Hand-stenciled on the rudder,

under "Ryan NYP" (for New York-Paris),

is a scripted R flanked by a pair of

plump, hopeful wings. Elevator cables

poke through the fuselage, chafing the

fabric skin. I could barely make out the

"Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania" in the

Standard Steel Propeller logos on the

blades. But the airplane is as well-

preserved as Miss Havisham's wedding

ensemble, so I approached the cock-pit

timidly, half-fearing I might find a Ryan

mechanic adjusting the jur> -rigged

periscope or perhaps Lindbergh himself

scrutinizing his charts.

I studied the claustrophobic

cockpit while a vacuum cleaner roared

nearby. The paper on which Lindbergh

had marked off the fuel tanks he had

drawn from was gone, as was his bag of

sandwiches, but everything else looked

as though the pilot had just been there.

The charisma that the Spirit exudes

from a distance is overpowering this

close. I could imagine the panic

Lindbergh felt when he realized the

wings and struts and instruments were

icing up, feel the inexorable pull of sleep

and hear the ghostly voices that

permeated that twilight state, and sense

the confusion of the landing at Le

Bourget.

I admit my imagination had been

influenced by a viewing of the 1957

movie The Spirit ofSt. Louis the night

before, which held fairly true to

Lindbergh's book of the same title.

Jimmy Stewart, a decorated World War

II bomber pilot, had fought for the part

with studio executives who considered

the 49-year-old actor a bit long in the

tooth to play a pUot half his age. But

Stewart won out, and his portrayal of

Lindbergh, which imbued the role with

more charm than the insular Minneso-

tan was said to have, fixed in the

memorj' of an entire generation the

romance of Lindbergh's flight.

Getting lost in the Spirit is a heady

experience, thrilling and a little

haunting. The staff hung the airplane

back up near the ceiling a few weeks

ago, where it will stay until it needs to

be dusted again in another ten years.

Maybe 100 years from then another

airplane will overshadow it. But I don't

think so.

-Patricia Trenner

(See related story in People to

People, page 8.)

r
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Safety Suggestion Really

Pays OffIn Big Way
Bayani Saria had a concern about plant safety and decided to

do something about it.

The result: he earned the largest individual award given to

date in the Bee Safe Program—50,000 points. And drivers of

electric carts have an improved safety margin.

Saria suggested that the 10 TRA carts be converted from the

standard accelerator system to an electrical solenoid type to avoid

risking having the accelerator stick while the cart is moving.

Saria, of plant maintenance, submitted his concept to Jack

Burns, the TRA Safety Administrator. The Bee Safe committee

agreed it was a good idea and made the major point award.

Ed Boulanger, who is in charge of the Bee Safe program, said

that "while TRA has an enviable record for safety, we always are

looking for ways to improve. Suggestions such as the one made by

Bayani can go a long way towards making our good record even

better. We encourage every employee with a suggestion or concern

about safety to let us know."

A representative sampling of a few ofOB Brightmon s many
friends wlio dropped by to offer congratulations on his 40th

anniversary with the company. From the left are Melissa

Lovely, Nadia Harper, Will Brockman, Obie, Rudy Gomez. Rick

CIcerelle, and Jim Dolecki.
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Novel Exhibits Help TRA
Gain New Customers

Helping customers and potential customers better under-

stand the vast capabilities ofTRA is naturally an important step in

bringing in new business. And one vital part of that program is

exhibiting at various symposia around the world.

In places like Washington, DC; Huntsville, Alabama; Milan,

Italy; Singapore; Virginia Beach, Virginia and Tyndall AFB, Florida,

the TRA message regularly is told through pictures and words on

a modern display.

Don Le Bel, TRA Art Director, directs the creation of the

exhibits and displays, based on the message Tony Richards, VP-

Business Development, wants to deliver to the audience. Some-

times TRA is associated with other Teledyne companies in a larger

area, and sometimes it is a solo effort.

"We have found a great deal of interest in TRA wherever we
go," reports Le Bel, "because we have not only successful systems

but they are also interesting to look at and learn about".

One of the recent challenges that generated a great deal of

attention was the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems

meeting in Huntsville. In order to dramatically demonstrate the

capability of the Model 350, it was decided to suspend the vehicle

from the ceiling to transmit photos to a TV monitor of a specially

built three dimensional miniature scene on the ground below.

Members of the San Diego Model Railroad Museum in Balboa

Park built an elaborate replica of a Mediterranean setting, vnth

steep, rock-strewn hills dotted with anti-aircraft emplacements

plus ships in the harbor, trains, roads, airplanes, oil tanks, subma

rines, etc.

"The main challenge," reported John Rotsart, the museum
curator, "was that this model was in l/700th scale, and that is not

onewe normallywork with. We had a team ofpeople including Rick

Fischer, Rick Blanchard, Katy McGee and Veronique Rotsart

making sure it all was indeed very realistic for the camera on the

UAV to pick up."

It was a m^or attraction for all attendees.

Employment Opportunities

• Mechanical Engineers

Must have eight years in mechanical packaging engineering

design of test equipment performing assembly and detail design,

panel layout, component placement/mounting, circuit card lay-

outs and structural/environmental packaging. Must have a mini-

mum of 1,000 hours on Unigraphics II CAD/CAM and VSMF han-

dling data retrieval systems. Also, must be familiar with military

specs: MIL-STD-454, 461, 1472, MIL-T-28800 and DoD-STD-lOOC.

B.S. degree in mechanical engineering required.

• Airframe Design Engineers

Must have eight years experience in design layouts ofairframe

structure producing level II drawings of production detail compo-

nents, installations and assemblies. Requires ability to create 2D

and 3D drawings on Unigraphics II CAD/CAM computer system.

Must have aminimum of 1 ,000 hours experience on the Unigraphics

II system. B.S. degree in mechanical/aerospace engineering re-

quired.

U.S. citizenship required for both positions.

Additional information is available in the personnel office in

building 100, ext. 4369.



Members of the TRA Softball team left to rigtitare Jim Lawhion and Carl Wilson In the front

row and standing Frank Wujcik, John Basler, Pete Estepa. Ron Bleyle, Bob Stenavich. Pat

Coon, Jeff Stanovic, Avis Anderson, Pat Kelley. Paul Therrio, and Jon Cunningham

Double Honors For TRMA
There are double honors this year for

the Teledyne Ryan Management Associa-

tion. TRMA has:

1—been honored by the National

Management Association as an Outstand-

ing Chapter for 1991-2. This marks the

second such award in TRMA's 47 year

history. The other was in 1985.

2—won first place honors for The

Source, the TRMA publication, among or-

ganizations of TRA's size. This was the

first timeTRMAwon such an award. (Tele-

dyne CAE of Toledo, Ohio won Honorable

Mention in this class.)

Kris Valentino, the TRMA president

at the time the honors were earned, said

Ve naturally are very pleased to be se-

lected. We also know it takes a great deal

ofwork to be considered for these national

honors."

The selection for an Outstanding

Award is based on local participation in

meetings, educational courses and spe-

Kns Valentino and Gil Combs

cial projects. Only 47 of 220 chapters

received this highest award.

Gil Combs was editor of The Source

during its award winningyear. Production

was all done with TRA employees in Art

Services and Reproduction.

September Big Month In TRA History

September, 1992 is an important date in the history ofTeledyne Ryan Aeronau-

tical.

It was in September 70 years ago that T. Claude Ryan founded Ryan Fljing Co.

to begin the dramatic journey through aeronautical history.

Ryan was having his hair cut when a friendly barber mentioned nobody was

currently using the strip of land at the foot of Broadway where some folks had been

practicing with the new-fangled flying machines. Ryan took steps to acquire the use

of the land, and the rest—as they say—is history. Mighty proud histor>-.

TRA Softhall
By Paul Therrio

The TRA softhall team won four

games and lost only one in the Sixth An-

nual Inter-Teledyne companies' Softball

tournament last month. The TRA entry

tied with the host team, Teledyne Sys-

tems in Simi Valley, for the best record,

and was awarded second place since the

lone loss came at the hands of the Sys-

tems team.

Since this was TRA's first-ever entry

in the tournament, all team members were

anxious to give a good showing, and did

just that with decent defense and consis-

tent hitting from top to bottom of the

lineup.

Team captain Roy Bleyle brought a

well prepared and focused team to the

competition. Although we worked hard

to win the tournament and were not satis-

fied to miss out on the top spot, all of the

team members had reason to leave the

tournament with heads held high.

Our team would like to thank the

Company for its sponsorship not only at

this tournament but over the years. It is

much appreciated. We also would like to

thank Curt James and Ken Carson for

their efforts within TRA in obtaining the

sponsorship, and Teledyne Systems for

hosting a fine tourney. Just wait untO

next vear.

Service

Anniversaries

5 Years

N.D. Jones B.A. Uranga

10 Years

S. Noriega E.J. George

G. Soltys B. WTiite

J.L. Simonides

1 5 Years

R. Castillo W. Roth

20 Years

M. House

25 Years

C. Hurst J. Palmer

F.H. Sullivan

35 Years

N. Sakamoto

40 Years

L. Davis
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TRA Employees Again Come Through— $184, 033. 78

These smiling faces represent the volunteer employees who were in the forefront at

this year's United Way/CI-IAD campaign — 70 years of giving our best.

When United Way/CHAD leaders

asked TRA to be a Pacesetter company

again this year, they were counting on the

employees to dig deep and lead the way for

the rest of the community.

That is exactlywhat happened, as the

employee giving for the week-long cam-

paign last month totaled more than

$184,000. Retirees added another $1,500

so the overall total truly helped in a major

way to meet the urgent needs of citizens in

San Diego County.

TRACampaign chairman Don Wilkins

reported the per giver total for 1992 went

over the $200 mark for the first time. The

number of employees contributing at the

1% level remained at 20%, an outstanding

achievement.

"Everyone worked hard to reach our

goal of $200,000," said Wilkins, "and we

came very close. The figure raised is a

tribute to all of the hard work by members

of the volunteer committee who put the

whole program together."

Those who missed out in taking part

in the campaign for any reason can still

participate by filling out a form in payroll

for regular deductions.

Major prize winner for the inventive

award drawings was J.A. Butterworth of

Dept. 194, who won a week off with pay.

SEPTEMBER 1992

Other incentive winners:

Round trip on TRA Airlines: F.J.

Wujcik, D-194; R.B. Alipranti, Jr., D-173;

D.W. Ethridge, D-280; G.T. Frantz, 125;

N.K. Dyer, D-373; R.J. Pavich, D-125.

Christmaspajtytickets: EA Siulagi,

D-903; R.R. Patino, D-280; G.B. Hawthorne,

D-218;J.E.Tilley, D-151.

Entertainment books: M.R.

Blassingame, D-140; K.E. Becker, D-330;

R.L. Wynne, D-341; R.R. Hernandez,

D-252.

Parldng spaces: S. Dungca, D-191;

G.L. Schafer, D-100.

1% Giver $50 Credit Union Savings

Account: T. McLeod, D-100.

1% Giver Lottery Tickets: I. I.Cota,

D-278; K.D. Vockrodt, D-151.

In the raffle drawings among those

who visited the various agencies during

the kickoff luncheon, winners were:

Igloo: Thy Do, D-259

Auto cooler: Joe Martinez, D-123

Backpack: Lu Johnson, D-330

Electric Smoker: D. Bissett, D-961

Beverage Warmer: E.Gonzales, D-100

Video Set: Jim Freed, D-904

Security Chest: Dana Rae Bean, D-790

Employee Yearbook
Something special is in the works for

all employees of Teledyne Ryan Aeronau-

tical.

It is an Employee Yearbook, designed

to highlight the achievements ofTRA em-

ployees during the year. An Employee

Yearbook committee has been organized,

and is already underwaywith plans for the

project.

Ken Carson, VP Human Resources,

said "Our goal is very simple—to put to-

gether a quality product that will help all

employees share the pride they feel in

theirachievements at Teledyne Ryan Aero-

nautical during 1992."

To do this, the committee plans to

include the highlights of the various de-

partments and work centers, as well as

some non-business related activities such

as sports. United Way, etc.

The finished product will be distrib-

uted to each employee in December. Ad-

ditional copies will be made available at

cost should someone want an extra to send

to family, friends, etc.

Since it is very important to include

all the significant activities at TRA during

the year, suggestions from each employee

as to content, additional members of the

committee, name of the publication, etc.

are encouraged. Comments can be di-

rected to Tom Sprague in the Achiever

office in Building 100, Dept. 745D, Exten-

sion 4365.
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People to People

Dave Dixon, Dept. 269 and a member of the ERT, figures

since life is really a roller coaster anyway, that might be a good

place to start married life. Dave and Susan were married on

the Mission Beach Roller Coaster as it roared through the

spins on June 22. First wedding ever on the Coaster while it

was moving. "We got our ups and downs out of the way first,"

is the way Dave relates it.

Colette Elaine Toomer, niece of O.B. Brightmon (see

photo on page 5,) has recorded remarkable scholastic achieve-

ments. Her grade point at Mount Miguel High was 4.077 and

she was selected as one of 48 high school students across the

country for the Sony Student Project Abroad, an 18-day all

expense trip to Japan via San Diego. Colette's goal is to attend

the Air Force or Naval Academy and major in Chemistry. O.B.

is naturally rather proud of what she has accomplished thus

far.

The family ofDon George from Manufacturing Engineer-

ing writes "prior to the week of July 27, we asked for donations

of "0" positive blood for his upcoming operation on the 30th.

We particularly want to thank all the volunteers who came

forward to donate blood. We also wish to express our sincere

gratitude to all friends and co-workers at TRA for their cards,

flowers and phone calls during his recovery period the past few

weeks. It has made the period a lot easier. In the many years

Don has been associated with Ryan, he has always known he

could count on people he worked with to come through; once

again they have."

A neat certificate of completion has been awarded to

J.C. Bray for successfully graduating from the Smoking

Control Program at Kaiser Permanente... Bill Cole, who

made significant contributions as an assembler, inspector

and leadman for nearly 40 years before retiring in 1989, just

returned from a five month trip that covered 27 states and

11,000 miles. A highlight was the Smithsonian Institution in

Washington, DC, where Ihe Spirit ofSt. Louis is on special

display (see storj' on page 4). A special and truly emotional

thrill was seeing the names of some of his Ryan co-workers

hand-written under the propeller nose covering, with an

inscription "Good luck Charles Lindbergh on your flight."

Bill Cole took this photo of the names.
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